Three forms of winter injury have been relatively common this spring and early summer. First, many of our deciduous shade trees and shrubs showed poor leafing out or did not leaf out at all. Any of these materials which were not sufficiently hardened off before the severe cold of last mid-December had portions or all of the plant killed. This severe cold occurred to both the roots and above ground stem portions. If the material has not leafed out by early summer, the tree or shrub has likely been killed and can be replaced.

The second type of injury affects our evergreen trees and shrubs. While some of the above-mentioned injury may have occurred to evergreens also, many were damaged or were killed by the relatively mild sunny and often windy conditions when the plants were desiccated by those conditions beyond the point of being able to recover. Plants most commonly affected have been the lower growing junipers, arborvitae, small spruces and even some pines and yews.

As with the deciduous material, portions of, or the entire plant may have been affected. Again, those plants with brown needles and no sign of any new growth are dead and will not recover. Where only portions of the plant have been affected, the winter injury portions can be pruned out most any time. Maintaining adequate soil moisture during the warm, dry summer periods will help with recovery.

The third type of cold or winter injury occurred about mid-spring when we had a week or two of relatively warm, almost hot conditions; bud break and flowering occurred quite rapidly. This was followed by a rather sharp drop in temperature to below freezing. Injury symptoms showed up as brown or blackened new shoots and flowers. However, in most instances the trees and shrubs have initiated a new set of leaves and shoots and appear to be growing out of the injury. Trees commonly affected in the Twin Cities area have been Norway maples, green ash, lindens, some oaks and flowering crabs.

MEMBERSHIP REPORT

NEW MEMBERS—JUNE 11
Darren Armstrong  BII  Ma-Cal-Grove CC
Rog Heggernes  D  Centerbrook GC
Byran Koepp  A  Glencoe CC
Jeff Marlatt  BII  Golden Valley CC

RECLASSIFICATION
Chuck Molinari  C-BII  Fox Hollow CC
Lynn Richert  BII-B  Angushire CC

VERTI-DRAIN®
Works like a pitchfork, only better!

It's amazing how simple the principle is and how well it restores severely compacted turf. Greens, fairways, sports fields - anywhere you want to promote better root structure. Our deep tine aerators go deeper than any others - 10", 12" up to 16" deep. And our patented process that shatters and lifts the turf like a pitchfork can't be duplicated. That's why world-wide VERTI-DRAIN is the recognized leader. See it for yourself.

MEDALIST
The sign of a proven winner

At Northrup King, we're as uncompromising about turfgrass as you are. That's why every Medalist® Brand Turf Product goes through years of pre-testing in the lab and in the field.

Our grasses establish fast, mow well and stand up to weather and disease. And each one is specially formulated for your climate and geographic area.

If you want to seed with a proven winner, talk to your Northrup King distributor today. For more information call (612) 593-7333. Or write Northrup King Medalist Turf Products, PO. Box 959, Minneapolis, MN 55440.